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Fading is the main factor that affects the quality of wireless communication. 
Fade margin is often used on top of power control to combat fading. In this 
thesis, we investigated the performance of fade margin by looking at the outage 
probability and the power consumption when different fade margins are used. 
We then proposed the Generalized Step Power Control Algorithm as an alterna-
tive of fade margin to combat fading. We used different power control step sizes 
to yield different outage probabilities. We discovered by simulation that the 
Generalized Step Power Control Algorithm is more power efficient than using 
fade margin. In other words, we can use less power to yield the same outage 
probability. As a consequence, the capacity of the system is increased. The 
minimum achivable outage probability also becomes lower. In the simulation 
we assumed that the power control algorithm was applied in CDMA system. 
However, the algorithm can be applied to other multiple access systems. 
The last part of this thesis is the convergence analysis of the Generalized Step 
Power Control Algorithm. We showed that the algorithm is stable under totally 
asynchronous systems. That is, the delay in estimating the interference from 
the other users can be unbounded and the power control iteration frequency 
can be different among different users. Hence the algorithm can be applied in 
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a completely distributed manner and is suitable for integrated CDMA systems, 
where different data has different requirements. 
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1.1 Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is a kind of Spread spectrum multiple 
access. A narrowband message signal is multiplied by a very large bandwidth 
signal called the spreading signal. The spreading signal is a pseudo-noise code 
sequence with a chip rate which is orders of magnitudes (typically one hundred 
to one million) greater than the data rate of the message. All users in a CDMA 
system use the same carrier frequency and may transmit simultaneously. Each 
user has its own pseudorandom codeword which is approximately orthogonal 
to all other codewords. The receiver performs a time correlation operation to 
detect only the specific desired codeword. All other codewords appear as noise 
due to decorrelation. For detection (by conventional match filter) of the message 
signal, the receiver needs to know the codeword used by the transmitter. Each 
user operates independently with no knowledge of the other users. The original 
signal is spread into a very wideband signal, it is not very bandwidth efficient 
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when used by a single user, since the extra bandwidth for spreading is wasted. 
However, when many users share the same spread spectrum bandwidth, the 
efficiency is increased [26]. Besides, CDMA has the many other useful properties 
like anti-jamming, multipath resolving and accurate location estimation [3，16 . 
More importantly, coordination between multiple access users is not required, 
which is a very useful property in many distributed systems. 
In CDMA system, the amount of interference is related with the total number 
of users and the power transmitted by the users. The more the users and the 
higher the power, the higher is the interference for each user. 
1.1.1 The Cellular Concept 
The cellular concept is an important concept in personal communication. It 
solves the problem of spectral congestion. The idea is to replace a single high-
powered transmitter with many low-powered transmitters, called base stations. 
The radio coverage of each base station is referred to as a cell. We divide 
the total number of channels into a few number of channel groups. Each cell 
is allocated a channel group. In frequency division multiple access (FDMA) 
system, channel groups assigned to nearby base stations are disjoint to each 
other. The same group of channel may be allocated to cells whose geographical 
separation is large enough to keep interference within a tolerable level. This 
concept is called frequency reuse. In CDMA system, because of the property 
of spread spectrum, all the cells (includes the adjacent cells) can use the same 
frequency. Hence we have to consider the interference from the user in the same 
cell and neighboring cells as well. These two kinds of interference are classified 
as intracell interference and intercell interference respectively. 
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1.2 Fading and Power Control 
1.2.1 Large Scale Fading 
Traditionally, radio propagation models focus on predicting the mean received 
signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver separation distance. These 
models are useful in estimating the radio coverage of a given transmitter. How-
ever, the actual received signal varies from location to location even the two 
locations have the same distance from the transmitter. This kind of variation 
is classified as large-scale fading. The predicted strength is the average over a 
large separation distance, which is of the order of hundreds or thousands meters. 
Path Loss 
In radio propagation, the average received signal strength decreases when the 
distance between the transmitter and the receiver increases. The ratio between 
the signal strength of two points can often be more than the order of millions. 
This is a very important topic in CDMA system since such strong interference 
would render the communication of the other users. This is known as the near-
far effect [15 . 
Log-normal Shadowing 
Site testing finds that the points which have the same distance from the trans-
mitter often have different received signal strength. This is because of the geo-
graphical property of the paths between the transmitter and the receivers. For 
example, some of them have direct-line-of-sight while the others are transmitting 
through diffraction and reflections. Measurement results show that the received 
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signal at a particular transmitter-receiver separation distance is random and ex-
hibits a log-normal distribution. The reason it has such distribution is because 
buildings or hills create radio shadows. Hence, the fading resulted is called 
log-normal shadowing. 
1.2.2 Small Scale Fading 
In mobile radio channel, signals may arrive to the receivers via many different 
paths and interfere with each other. The fading resulted is known as multipath 
fading. Since the variation occurs along the time axis at a fixed location, it is 
classified as small scale fading. It creates some of the most difficult problems 
associated with the mobile environment. The three most important factors that 
must be taken into account in system design are: 
• the delay spread of the received signal 
• radio phase shift which creates rapid fluctuations in signal strength known 
as Rayleigh fading 
• random frequency modulation due to different Doppler shifts on different 
paths 
The power control algorithms considered in this thesis are used to compensate 
for the large-scale fading. We assume that the small-scale fading effect has been 
averaged out by coding. Hence, we do not go into the details of the small-scale 
fading model. 
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1.2.3 Power Control 
Power control refers to the adjustment of the transmission power of both the 
base station and the mobile station. Its goal is to improve signal quality and, to 
a less extent, prolong battery life for the mobile station. Although the change 
in the number of users also affect the communication channel, the main reason 
why we need power control is due to large scale fading because the decrease of 
number of users does not render other communication links, the increase of users 
refers to the topic of admission control [4, 19 . 
1.2.4 Standard Interference Function 
Standard interference function was introduced in [27] by Roy D. Yates. It is a 
class of scalar-output functions which satisfy the following three conditions. 
• Positivity: / ( P ) > 0 
• Monotonicity: If P > then / ( P ) > / ( P ' ) 
• Scalability: For all a> 1, aI(P) > / ( a P ) 
P - (Pi, P2, P3,…,PK) where Pi is the transmitted power of user i. It is a very 
general cla^s of interference measures. The interference measures of TDMA， 
FDMA and CDMA system with matched filter detection and MMSE multiuser 
detection [12, 25] are of this kind. Moreover, as pointed out in [27], the inter-
ference measures of the above systems are still standard interference functions 
when the following base station assignment schemes are used. 
• Fixed Assignment Each mobile is assigned to a fixed base station through-
out the communication process. The signal-to-noise ratio (SIR) of the 
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signal from a mobile is measured in that base station. 
• Minimum Power Assignment At each step of the iterative procedure, each 
user is assigned to the base station at which its SIR is maximized. 
• Macro Diversity: The signal from each user is received by all the base 
stations in the system. Techniques like maximal ratio combining are used 
to process the signal and the SIR is calculated. 
• Limited Diversity: It is similar to macro diversity except that not all the 
base stations are used to receive the signal from each mobile. 
• Multiple Connection Reception: Each mobile is required to maintain an 
acceptable SIR at several base stations. Hence the SIR is the minimum of 
those base stations. 
It is also shown that the iterative power control algorithm Pi = /^(P) converges 
in totally asynchronous system [2] if li is standard for all mobile i. 
1.3 Previous Work 
In this section, we give a description of previous works on the power control 
problem and related issues. 
1.3.1 Power Control 
Power control is used in cellular system to combat with shadow fading. In 
his early work, Aein [1] has introduced the concept of SIR balancing for power 
control. The idea is that all the users strive to maintain the same SIR. This 
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kind of power control is optimal in the sense that the minimum SIR of all 
communication links is maximized. 
Later, distributed versions of SIR balancing is developed by Zander [28] and 
Grandhi et al. [6]. However, in these algorithms, a normalization factor, which 
requires global computation, is needed to scale the individual user transmit 
power to a desired range. This requirement weakens the distributed property of 
these algorithms. Another distributed algorithm is proposed by Wong and Lam 
9]. Centralized control is removed but some sorts of communication between 
neighboring cells are still necessary. 
Apart from SIR balancing, another approach is adopted by Foschini and 
Miljanic [5]. The objective is no longer to maximize the minimum SIR, but 
to maintain the SIR's of all links above a target value. In this model, receiver 
noise is included in the definition of interference. This modification avoids the 
difficulty in dealing with absolute power settings. 
Later, a simple fixed-step power control algorithm is proposed by Sung and 
Wong [22]. It is a discrete-time feedback adjustment algorithm. The only in-
formation needed to adjust the transmission power of a mobile terminal is the 
received SIR at the corresponding base station. Coordination among base sta-
tions is not required. A target window for the SIR is defined. If the received 
SIR is below the window, the base station will inform the mobile to raise its 
power to next level up. If the received SIR is above the window, the power will 
be adjusted downwards by one level. If it falls within the window, the power 
will remain unchanged. There are only 3 different choices and hence only 2 bits 
are needed for each power control command. This is an attractive feature of 
the algorithm. Apart from simplicity, it has the advantages of robust to SIR 
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estimation error, and it can conbine with admission control scheme (activc link 
protection). 
1.3.2 Convergence Analysis 
When the power control is carried out fast enough, we can treat the link gains 
as constant in a certain period. To label a power control algorithm as stable, 
besides getting a finite power solution when the SIR requirement is feasible, we 
also want that the power will be static eventually when the channel is static. 
This is what the convergence means. 
In [27], the convergence properties of a general class of power control algo-
rithms are proved. It includes a iterative power control under all the standard 
interference function defined in the previous section. However, the fixed-step 
algorithm [22] does not belong to this kind of iterative algorithm. Hence, the 
convergence of the fixed-step power control algorithm is considered in [22]. In 
20], the problem is reformulated and the above interference constraints are 
called normalized interference function. The convergence analysis for the fixed-
step power control algorithm with adaptive threshold then covers a broader type 
of interference constraints. 
1.4 Scope of this Thesis 
In the fixed-step power control algorithm, every mobile has a target SIR. The 
algorithm tries to keep communication link above the target SIR. However, the 
mobile units move when they connect to the base stations (BS). The shadow 
fading experienced by the signals is a random process related to their speeds 
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and the geographical property [23]. The received SIR (in the BS side) cannot 
be 100% sure to achieve the target SIR. 
In this thesis, we will generalize the fixed-step power control algorithm. Our 
focus will be on the performance of the generalized algorithm under fading chan-
nel. We will compare our result with a common anti-fading algorithm, fade 
margin. We will show that using the generalized algorithm is more power effi-
cient than using fade margin. As a consequence, the capacity of the system is 
increased, since the extra power is the noise for the other users. 
We will also prove the convergence of the generalized step power control 
algorithm in totally asynchronous case. The original fixed-step power control 
algorithm will be included as a special case. 
1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 is the system model. We will introduce our notations and the model 
of the system we target on. The parameters and the model for the simulations 
are also presented. Chapter 3 contains an introduction of the original fixed-step 
power control algorithm and the concept of fade margin. We will look at the 
performance of the fade margin in single-user system and multiple-user system 
individually. In chapter 4, we will introduce the generalized step power control 
algorithm. We will also compare the power efficiency of the generalized algo-
rithm and the fade margin under fading channel. Chapter 5 is the convergence 
analysis of the generalized algorithm. We will prove the convergence of the 
power control algorithm in totally asynchronous system [2]. The last chapter 




2.1 System and Definitions 
Consider a cellular CDMA (code division multiple access) system. We allo-
cate a pair of frequency bands for mobile-to-base (uplink) and base-to-mobile 
(downlink) communication. We assume that there is no interference between 
the uplink and downlink channels. Hence we only consider power control for the 
uplink in this thesis. However, the results can be applied to the downlink chan-
nels as well. We focus on a set of K mobile units assigned to M base stations. 
Assume fixed base station assignment is used. 
Let Pi be the power transmitted by the mobile. We use P to represent the 
vector (Pi,尸2, • •. , Pk)- [ � ( P ) is the SIR of mobile i when the power of the mo-
biles is P . We use r ( P ) to represent the vector ( r i (P ) , r2(P) , r3(P),…，rV(P)). 
Gij is the link gain from mobile j to the base station to which mobile i belongs. 
The matrix G 二 {Gij} is known as the uplink gain matrix. It is stochastic, 
which changes constantly in time because of the movement of the mobile units. 
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It may be written as G � . W e use the varying link gains model in [23] in the 
simulation, which will be introduced in the next section. 
The term target SIR is different from acceptable SIR. Acceptable SIR is related 
to the outage probability while target SIR then stands for the quantity used for 
the power control purpose. In a system without fade margin, these two values 
are the same. 
The outage probability Pout is the probability that the received SIR of a 
mobile unit is below the acceptable SIR for two consecutive power control it-
erations. We define the outage probability in this way because we increase the 
power of the mobile unit when it is unacceptable. However, if the received SIR 
is still unacceptable, then we declare it as an outage. 
2.2 Varying Link Gains Model 
As pointed out in the previous section, the matrix G is in effect time-varying and 
should be more appropriately denoted by G(t). In this thesis, we assume that 
the link gains vary in accordance with the shadow effect. The effect of multipath 
fading is assumed averaged out over the power control sampling period and hence 
it is not considered. 
Let dij{t) be the distance between mobile j and base station i at a particular 
time instant t. . Let Aij{t) be the dB attenuation due to shadow fading and uj 
be the path loss exponent. The link gain Gij{t) at time t can be written as 
1 0 - � � " 0 
= (2.1) 
Note that at a particular time instant, Aij is usually modeled as a Gaussian 
random variable with mean zero and variance <7^ . Empirical data shows that cu 
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is around 4 and a lies between 4 and 8. 
Equation (2.1) represents the link gain at a particular time instant. In [7], 
Gudmundson shows that the dB attenuation due to shadow fading, A^ exhibits 
an exponential spatial correlation. Consider two points separated by a distance 
d. The correlation between the shadow fading factor Ai and A2 is 
= exp( -d /A) ) (2.2) 
where Dq is the correlation distance. Typical values of Dq for urban areas are 
around 20 meters. In suburban areas, DQ may be ten times larger. 
Assume that a mobile travels at speed v. The spatial correlation can be 
expressed as a time correlation, that is, 
E[A{t)A{t + r)] = a^ exp(—抓/A)) (2.3) 
We assume that the power level of each mobile is adjusted every r units of 
time. In the second generation of mobile cellular system, r is in the order of 1 
to 100 milliseconds. For example, in GSM system, r is 480 msec [13], while in 
IS-95 CDMA system, r is 1.25 msec [15；. 
During the power control process, the change in the distance between base 
station i and mobile j, dij{t), is usually insignificant. Therefore, to simplify our 
model, we assume that dij is a constant. 
Now we introduce a discrete-time model for the link gain matrix. Since the 
distance change is assumed constant, the link gains depend on the dynamics of 
the shadow fading only. Let G^) 二 Gi八to+nT) and A^^ ^ = Aij{tQ + nT), where 
to is a reference time instant. Equation (2.1) and (2.3) then become 
(、10-4力 10 
� n ) = (2.4) 
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and 
丑 广 ) ] = ( 2 . 5 ) 
respectively where 小=exp(—I'T/DQ) and is called the correlation coefficient. 
The random sequence {A!?)} can be represented by the following model based 
on Gauss-Markov process (see e.g. [18]). 
A!广 1) = + y / l ^ W ^ ^ ^ (2.6) 
where V F � is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance a^. The 
sequence {W(几),n = 1,2，3 . . . } is white. 
In this model, different links (including the same mobile unit to different base 
stations and different mobile units to the same base station) are independent. 
2.3 SIR model in CDMA System 
Given the SIR of mobile i is 
一 Gii{cJciYPi 
where c^  is the signature sequence of mobile i, rii is the additive white noise 
experienced by mobile i. 
In asynchronous system, we may assume that the signature sequence Cj is 
the whole power control sampling period long. We also let pij 二 cjcj. Then the 
SIR can be written as 
r fp ) — GiiPlPi , � 
I 少 ） — Z 读 ] G 她 ( 2 . 8 ) 
We also define another matrix Z = {Z^} where 
7 ._ Gijpl 
- ^ (2.9) 13 
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Z is called normalized link gain matrix. Note that the definition of Z is a bit 
different from the one in FDMA system, where the CDMA signature correlation 
Pij and p% are not present. With this normalized link gain matrix, the SIR of 
user i can be written as 
湖 、 二 + (2.10) 
where rji 二 几i/G i^iPii- This makes the SIR expression to be the same as in 
FDMA system. This form is also useful in deriving the feasibility theorem of 
SIR in chapter 3. 
2.4 Simulation Model 
Simulation result will be presented in the next two chapters. In the single-user 
case, the users in different trials are all located 500 m away from the base station. 
In the multiple-user case，there are 256 users distributed uniformly in 64 cells 
as shown in figure 2.1 (4 users in each cell on average). Each cell is 1 km^ 
large. We use fixed base station [14] assignment. Each mobile is assigned to 
the nearest base station. Cell boundaries are shown in figure 2.1. The mobile 
units are assumed to be fixed throughout the simulation. The outage probability 
of the mobile unit in the outermost layer of cells is excluded. In other words, 
only the middle 36 cells are target cells, as shown in the figure. The velocity 
of the users is distributed uniformly from 0 to 30 m/s. In both single-user and 
multiple-user cases, the chip length of the signature sequence is 127. The chips 
are randomly generated. The initial power of the user is and the white 
noise is The path loss index is 4. The outage probability and the power 
14 
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Figure 2.1: The triangles are the location of the BS's and the stars are the 
location of the mobile units. The BS with the maximum number of mobiles is 
the one with coordinate (4.5,4.5). It has 9 mobiles. 
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Figure 2.2: Correlation coefficient versus the mobile speed. The results with 
1.25 ms and 3 ms of power control iteration period are shown. 
consumption is calculated only after the powers of the users have reached the 
target level (after the admission stage). The acceptable SIR is taken to be 6 dB. 
The varying link gain model is as follows. The correlation distance D is 20 
m. The standard deviation of shadow fading is 6 dB. Time between 2 power 
control iterations is 3 ms. Figure 2.2 shows the simulation results showing the 
relation of the correlation coefficient and the speed of the mobile unit. 
In different simulations, the locations of the mobile units are the same. We 
also use the same set of values for the link gains and fading. We assume that 





Since the link gain in a wireless communication system is assumed to be a 
Gaussian random process, the power control cannot be perfect. No matter how 
frequently we adjust the power, we cannot achieve zero outage probability. The 
question is how to reduce the outage probability to meet our communication 
requirement. The simplest method is to increase the power so that it is higher 
than the target. Then in case there is deep fading (by small scale fading or by 
large scale fading), the resultant SIR may still be higher than the target SIR. 
This is exactly the concept of fade margin. 
In this chapter, we will introduce the fixed-step power control algorithm [22' 
as well as the concept and definition of fade margin. The simulation results on 
the relation of outage probability and power consumption with different fade 
margin are then followed 
17 
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3.2 Fixed-step Power Control Algorithm 
In this section, the fixed-step power control algorithm is presented. It is a 
discrete-time feedback adjustment algorithm. The only information needed for 
adjusting the transmission power of a mobile terminal is the received SIR at the 
corresponding base station. Coordination among base stations is not required. 
A target window for the SIR is defined. If the received SIR is below the window, 
the base station will inform the mobile to raise its power to next level up. If 
the received SIR is above the window, the power will be adjusted downwards by 
one level. If it falls within the window, the power will remain unchanged. The 
following is a summary of the procedures in the algorithm. 
Fixed-step Power Control Algorithm 
Each mobile unit adjusts its transmission power (时丄）in the (n + 1产 step 
according to the following rules: 
, i f r f ^ < 6 - H 
片n+l) = I if p(n)�石、 (3.1) 
�几） otherwise 
where ^ > 1, and 卞 is the SIR requirement of user i. 
One of the attractive features of the algorithm is its simplicity. Only two 
bits are needed for each power control command. Thus, bandwidth for control 
information can be saved. Besides, the algorithm is insensitive to SIR estimation 
error [22] because the power change at each step depends only on a simple 
comparison rule. 
18 
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3.3 Definitions and Feasibility of SIR 
3.3.1 Definition 
Definit ion 1. Fade margin, F, is defined as the ratio of the target SIR to the 
acceptable SIR. 
j p — T t a r g e t 
T a c c e p t a b l e 
In fact, the term "fade margin" can be used in both SIR domain and power 
domain. However, we will use it in the SIR domain only throughout the the-
sis since in multiple access channel, the SIR of a certain signal is much more 
meaningful than the actual received signal strength. What we monitor in the 
communication process is also the SIR. 
Similar to the SIR domain, in power domain, fade margin is defined as the 
extra power transmitted or received. For example, the transmitted power of a 
base station has to be lOW in order to cover the whole cell. However, to deal 
with fading, we have to transmit 20W to have satisfactory outage probability. 
The fade margin is hence 3 dB. In this case, the fade margins in power domain 
and SIR domain are equal. However, in multiple-user case they will be different, 
since the transmitted power of a user will become the interference of the other. 
For example, the received power of a target user is 12W. The interference from 
the other users is 2W and the white noise is 2W. The SIR is 晶，which is 3. 
When every user doubles its power (3 dB power fade margin), the received power 
from the target user is then 24W and the interference from the other users is 
4W. The new SIR is 浩，which is 4. The SIR fade margin is | (1.25 dB). In 
general, the fade margin in power domain can be infinitely large. In SIR domain, 
it is limited. That is, no matter how high the power is，the SIR of the mobile 
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units cannot exceed certain values. This leads to a problem of feasibility of the 
target SIR，which we are going to discuss in the next sub-section. 
3.3.2 Feasibility 
In single-user system, the SIR of the user has no upper bound. It increases with 
the transmission power. However, this is not the case in multiple-user system, 
since the transmission power is the interference of the other users. For example, 
in 2 users case, 1/10 of the transmission power of each user will become the 
interference of the other user. That is, 
7 一 [ 1 _ 
� ij — • 
1/10 1 
Then the SIR of the two users cannot exceed 10 dB simultaneously. If one user 
increases its SIR, the SIR of the other one will decrease if its power is kept 
constant. If the SIR of a user is 13 dB, then the other one cannot exceed 7 dB. 
If the SIR of one side goes to infinity, then the other side will go to zero. In 
this communication system, the achievable SIR is limited. The target SIR will 
be infeasible when the SIR fade margin is too high. Here we provide a theorem 
stating the condition for a given SIR 7 to be feasible. 
For a SIR measure in the form 
E j ^ i ZijPj + rji 
where Zij,r)i > 0 for all i,j, to say that a given SIR 7 is feasible is equivalent to 
that there exists a non-negative power vector P such that 
r^(P) > 
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for all mobile i. The above inequality can be written as 
Pi � 
Ei^i ZijPj + rj, 一、 
Pi > � Y l Z i j P i + "yirji 
j关i 
P i - ^ Ji^ijPj > JiVi 
括i 
Rewrite the set of inequalities in matrix form. We have 
(I - B)P > u 
where I is the M x M identity matrix, B is an M x M non-negative matrix 
defined as 
f 0 i = j Bij = 
�7而 i^j 
and u is the vector with elements 
Ui = JiTji 
We call B the normalized interference matrix and u the normalized noise 
vector. We denote the set of feasible power vectors by V. If we assume that 
Z is irreducible i，it can be shown that B is also irreducible. Let As be the 
Perron-Probenius eigenvalue of B. Using standard results from the theory of 
non-negative matrices [17], we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A non-negative solution P to the equation 
(I 一 B)P = u 
exists for any u > 0, ^ 0 i/ and only if Xb < 1. 
lA square non-negative matrix X is irreducible if for every pair of its index set, there 
exists a positive integer m = such that t、，> 0 where is the m-th power of T. 
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We follow the notation in [17] that u > 0, 0 means that the components of 
u are all non-negative but not all zero. By this theorem, the feasibility problem 
is governed only by the matrix B but independent of the noise vector u. This is 
intuitively true. If a SIR requirement is feasible in a system with small additive 
noise, then no matter how large the additive noise becomes, we can multiply the 
original feasible power vector by a scalar so that the noise becomes relatively 
small. 
3.4 Performance Analysis on Fading Channel 
In this section, we will investigate the performance of the fixed-step power control 
algorithm when fade margins are used. We will find out the corresponding outage 
probability and the power consumption for different fade margins. The first part 
is the single-user case. The second part is the multiple-user case. 
3.4.1 Single-User 
The speed of the target user is 9 m/s and it is 500 m away from the base station. 
The channel variation is due to the log-normal fading of its own link, which is 
caused by the movement of the mobile unit (the user). There is no interference 
from other users and the noise is assumed to be of constant magnitude. Hence 
the expression 
Giipl 
Yui柏 GijPijPj + ni 
can be written as 
CGii 
where C is a constant. 
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Figure 3.1: In single-user case, the outage probability decreases strictly when the 
fade margin is increased. We use linear plot for the outage probability because 
there are some zeros, which is a result of the finite number of iterations taken. 
Figure 3.1 plots the outage probability against the fade margin. The outage 
probability strictly decreases with the fade margin. However, since the link gain 
Gii is log-normal distributed, the outage probability cannot be exactly zero. 
In the figure, the outage probability decreases to zero because the number of 
iterations taken is finite. 
Figure 3.2 plots the power consumption against the fade margin. It increases 
linearly with the fade margin. That is because in single-user case, the fade 
margin in SIR domain is equal to the fade margin in power domain. 
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Figure 3.2: The plot for the power consumption in single-user case. 
3.4.2 Multiple-User 
In multiple-user system, the interference of a channel is composed of white noise 
as well as the transmitted power of the other users. Hence, unlike the single-
user case, the channel variation is not due to log-normal fading only. Any power 
adjustment of any user will affect every other user. Together with the varying 
link gain of the interfering user and the target user itself, the expression 
Tn关j GrjPlPj + Ui 
becomes a very complex random variable to analyze. {Gu, Gij, Pj are all random 
variables.) 
Figure 3.3 plots the outage probability against the fade margin. The proba-
bility decreases when we increase the fade margin F until 二 1.2 dB. Although 
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Figure 3.3: The outage probability for the multiple-user case. 
the limiting SIR has not been reached, the outage probability increases when 
F exceeds 1.2 dB. This is because the link gains are varying. The power of the 
users are also varying. In the situation that the transmission power is very high, , 
the interference of most users are dominated by the power of the other users ' 
rather than the additive noise, which has constant magnitude. The variation of j 
the power level has greater effect on the variation of the channels. Moreover, | 
the limiting SIR is also a stochastic value depending on the link gains. Hence 
the performance starts to deteriate when the limit is near. 
Figure 3.4 is the plot of the power consumption against the fade margin, 
both in log scale. In figure 3.5，we combine the above two graphs and get the 
relation between the outage probability and the power consumption. This graph 
is very useful in showing the power efficiency of a power control algorithm. We 
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Figure 3.4: The power consumption in the multiple-user case. � 
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Figure 3.5: The power efficiency in the multiple-user case. I 
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Chapter 4 
Generalized Step Power Control 
Algorithm 
I-, 
4.1 Introduction i 
， 
In fixed-step power control algorithm, apart from increasing the target SIR, I 
changing the power adjustment step size is a possible scheme to reduce the J 
outage probability. In this chapter, we modify the fixed-step power control ‘ 
algorithm and investigate its performance. We will change the power control step 彳} 
I 
size thus different outage probability can be obtained. The outage probability ：丨 
mainly depends on the power-up step size. However we have to find out the most 
suitable down step size so that minimum power is used while the same outage 
performance is obtained. We call the new power control algorithm generalized 
step power control algorithm (GSPCA). 
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4.2 Generalized Fixed Step Power Control Al-
gorithm 
Similar to the original fixed-step power control algorithm, the generalized algo-
rithm is a discrete-time feedback adjustment algorithm. The only information 
needed to adjust the transmission power of a mobile unit is the received SIR 
at the corresponding base station. Coordination among base stations is not re-
quired. A target window is defined. In GSPCA，if the received SIR of mobile i 
is below the window, the base station will inform the mobile to raise its power 
by a fixed step ai. If the received SIR is above the window, the power will be 
adjusted downwards by another fixed step If it falls within the window, the 
power will remain unchanged. The target window is from 7 /^0;^  to The , j following is a summary of the procedures in the algorithm. ， 
J 
( Generalized Step Power Control Algorithm ' 
I 
I 
Each mobile unit adjusts its transmission power (时丄）in the (n + step ) 
1 according to the following rules: ^ 
I 
‘ c^ iP t ) if r f ) < o ^ � ； 
if+1) 二 ftriit) if r t ) > (4.1) ：丨 
�(几） otherwise 
where a , P > 1. 
The main difference between the generalized algorithm and the original algo-
rithm is on the step size and the target window size. In the original algorithm, 
the power-up step size and the power-down step size are equal {ai = fii). More-
over, the step sizes of all users are also equal. Consequently, their target window 
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sizes are also equal. 
4.3 Existence of the Solution 
In chapter 3，we discussed the feasibility of a target SIR. The result is valid 
when the power of the mobile unit can take continuous values. However, in 
fixed-step power control algorithm (including GSPCA), the power is quantized. 
The result in chapter 3 is no longer valid. Suppose a certain target SIR is feasible 
in continuous power control case. Then in quantized power control case, some 
mobile units take higher power, since the original value may not be in the set : 
of the quantized power. This increases the SIR of the corresponding mobiles, ； 
but in the same time, it increases the interference of the others. In [22]，the 
existence of the solution in the case that all the mobiles have the same step size * 
and target window size has been discussed. It can be viewed as a special case � •I 
i of the one we discuss in this section. ) 
We only state the existence theorem in this chapter, while the proof is put I i 
I. 
in chapter 5 after the normalized interference function is introduced. ； 
Theorem 2. (Existence Theorem) I f j = (71,72, • • •, JK) is feasible, then 7 is ‘ 
also feasible under GSPCA. 
We need to emphasize that the here is not the acceptable SIR. The ac-
ceptable SIR we use in practical system and the simulation in this thesis is 
(the lower threshold of the target SIR window. The value is only a conceptual 
idea which we use to relate with the continuous power systems. 
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4.4 Parameter Optimization 
Similar to using fade margin, different users in a system may have different 
power-up and power-down step sizes. The step sizes can be adjusted by different 
schemes, for example the QoS requirement of the users, the moving speed of the 
users or even by observing the outage probability of the users and then changing 
the step size adaptively. In this thesis, we will not discuss the performance 
of any individual scheme controlling the step size. We will only look at the 
performance of different step sizes on the fading channel. Before we go into 
the problem, we have to focus on another problem first. In using fade margin ： 
in a communication system, we have to adjust only one parameter, the fade : 
margin. The outage probability is related to the fade margin of the user directly. ; 
The system chooses suitable fade margin according to the requirement or the 丨 
speed of the users. However, this is not the case in GSPCA. In GSPCA, we i 
have two parameters, the power-up step size a and the power-down step size 
I 
/3. (Intuitively, the outage probability should decrease when we increase the ； 
power-up step size a.) Hence, for each value of the outage probability, we may 
have different choices (infinitly many) of (a，y5). Then, apart from the outage , I 
1 
probability, we can also focus on another quantity, the power consumption. Each ^ 
set of (a, 13) consumes different amount of power. The aim of this section is to ‘ 
find out (a, jS) that consumes the least power for each outage probability. 
One suggestion is that we keep the sum (in dB) of the power-up and power-
down step constant. This keeps the width the target window unchanged when we 
increase the power-up step size, since the window size is equal to the sum of the 
size of the power-up and power-down steps. To reduce the outage probability, 
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we increase the power-up step and decrease the power-down step. The reason of 
that keeping the target window size constant can save power is as follows. We 
assume that the lower threshold of the SIR target window is fixed (acceptable 
SIR). Then a larger window size results in a higher upper threshold. Higher 
allowable SIR implies that more power is wasted. Hence keeping the window 
size constant can save power. 
Another suggestion is that we have equal power-up step size and power-
down step size, or more generally, we have a fixed ratio of power-up step size to 
power-down step size. To reduce the outage probability, we increase both step 
sizes. For example, the designed ratio for the step sizes in dB is 1.5 : 1. If we 
use an power-up step of 1.8 dB, the power-down step has to be 1.2 dB. If we 
increase the up step size to 2.1 dB, the power-down step should be 1.4 dB. This 
j scheme suggests that if the mobile unit increases power faster, it should also , 
j 
decrease its power faster once the SIR becomes too high. However, increasing 
the power-down step size also implies that the target window size is increased. Jj 
As discussed in the first scheme, it has a tendancy of wasting power. j 
The third scheme is to fix the step size of the power-down step. We only ‘, 
change the power-up step size. To yield lower outage probability, we use larger ‘ 
power-up step size. 
To investigate the optimal combination of the up and down step size, we plot 
different combinations on the outage-power consumption graph. For each outage 
probability, we find out the combination that consumes the least power. For the 
part that the outage probability is close to zero, log scale is more meaningful. 
We also want to compare the power consumption in dB scale. Hence, we use log 
scale in both axes. 
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Each figure will show the plot of different combinations of power-up and 
power-down step sizes on the outage probability-power consumption graph. 
Each point on the graphs represents the outage probability-power consumption 
value of a certain up-down step combination. We note that the lower left part of 
the graph is a more desirable region since it represents lower outage probability 
and less power consumption. 
The points on the graph which can be achieved for some combination of 
the up and down step form a region called achievable region. With numerical 
simulation, we can only get finitely many points. Hence, when two points are 
very close, we assume that the points between them are also achievable. Then, 
we can get an approximate boundary of the region using straight lines joining 
the 'outermost' points. Then part of a polygon is formed. Finding out the 
1 
'outermost' points is equivalent to finding out the most desirable points for , i different outage probabilities. 
Similar to chapter 3，the simulation is divided into single-user case and ‘ 
multiple-user case. In single-user case, the interference is due to white noise, ' 
which is assumed to have a constant magnitude. The only random variable is . 
the channel link gain of the user itself. In multiple-user case, the interference : 
is composed of the transmitted power of the other users, which is a random 丨 
variable depending on the link gains and the power control process of the users 
in the whole system. 
In the simulation, we plot for the up step a from 0.5 to 2.9 dB in 0.2 dB 
interval. The down step /3 is from 0.2 to 3.0 dB in 0.1 dB interval. All the users 
have the same (a, j3). 
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Figure 4.1: The plot for the speed = 9 m/s. ； 
4.4.1 Single-User 
I 
As in chapter 3，we consider 3 users of different speeds. The speed used in Figure j 
4.1 is 9 m/s- We can see that the points corresponding to the down step from 
0.5 dB to 1.1 dB almost lie on the same curve，which refers to the most power 
1 efficient case. 
4 
The speed used in figure 4.2 is 28 m/s. 28 m/s is a typical speed appearing on 
highways. Obviously, the outage probability with the same set of up/down step 
is much higher than the one with speed 9 m/s. The optimum appears when the 
down step is 1.7 dB. However, the power consumption for the down step ranging 
from 1.0 dB to 3.0 dB does not exceed 0.5 dB, so we can accept all of them as 
the optimal combinations. In the above two figures, when we fix the down step 
/3, we get a curve for that /3 by varying the up step size as shown in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.2: The plot for the speed = 28 m/s. The curve between the labeled 
two is obtained from down step 二 3.0 dB. 
By plotting the curve for different we have the locus of the curves. In figure 
4.1, the dotted curve labelled "locus of the curves" is obtained by joining the 
'head' of the curves. Started from jS = 0.2，the power efficiency is increasing 
when we increase jS until 卢二 1.1. Then the power efficiency decreases. This is 
a general trends when we vary the value of 13. 
The third one in figure 4.3 has a speed of 1 m/s. The link gain is nearly 
constant. Hence, the outage probability is zero when the up step is greater than 
0.5 dB. The performance does not change much when the down step is greater 
than 0.5 dB. 
Prom the above 3 results, we see that the most power efficient combination 
of {a, 13) is dependent on the speed of the mobile unit. However, for simplicity, 
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Figure 4.3: The outage probability is zero for all down step size when the up 
step size exceeds 0.5 dB. 
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Table 4.1: The power-up and down step sizes of the optimal points. 
up step size (a) 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 
down step size ( � ) 0 . 7 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.7 1.0 0.7 
we choose the optimal down step to be 1.0 dB. Although it is not optimal for all 
speeds of the mobile unit, it is still quite robust. The extra power consumption 
is less than 0.5 dB from optimum. 
4.4.2 Multiple-User 
Figure 4.4 is the probability-power plot of the multiple-user case. Table 4.1 
shows the corresponding (a ,^ ) of the 'outermost' points in figure 4.4 obtained 
iteratively as the sample. There is no special relation between the up step sizes 
and the down step sizes. The difference is mainly due to the stochastic behavior 
of the link gains. Figure 4.5 shows the points which correspond to down step 
sizes of 0.6 dB to 1.0 dB. The up step sizes are still from 0.5 dB to 2.9 dB. At 
each vertex, the power consumption of the combinations differs by less than 0.5 
dB. We can regard all of them (down step size of 0.6 to 1.0 dB) as the optimal. 
Prom now on, GSPCA will use a fixed down step size of 0.8 dB. We call 
it generalized step power control algorithm (with down step 0.8 dB) or GSPCA 
with P = 0.8. The up step size, as the role of fade margin, is related to the 
outage probability. It may be designed by different schemes, as discussed earlier 
in this chapter. 
Although the result, obtained from simulations, is dependent on the number 
of users,the frequency of power control iteration and the variation of the link 
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Figure 4.4: The outage probability and the power consumption of different 
power-up, power-down step sizes is plotted. We see that the outage probability 
is mainly determined by the power-up step. 
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Figure 4.5: The plot of down step from 0.6 dB to 1.0 dB 
gain (more precisely, it should be the distribution of the correlation of the mo-
bile users), it is quite robust to the change. Figure 4.5 shows that the power 
consumption for (3 ranging from 0.6 to 1.0 dB do not differ much. Figure 4.6 
further confirms this. It shows the result obtained from the system with half 
number of users as in figure 4.5. We see that the optimum is still at where 
Another point needed to emphasize is that in single-user case, the outage 
probability strictly decreases when the fade margin or the power-up step size is 
increased. However, in multiple-user case, there is a limit in the outage prob-
ability. The outage probability stops decreasing when the fade margin or the 
power-up step size exceeds a certain value. Normally, the outage probability 
even increases when the fade margin or the power step size is too large. We will 
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Figure 4.6: The system has only 128 users, which is half number of the original 
system. 
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Figure 4.7: The outage probability of GSPCA in single-user system, 
point out this in the next section. 
4.5 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we report the performance of GSPCA using different power-up 
step size so that different outage probabilities are achieved [10, 11]. The results 
are based on the simulation done in the previous section. The first part is the 
single-user case and the second part is the multiple-user case. 
4.5.1 Single-User 
The performance of GSPCA with down step 1.0 dB is shown in figure 4.7 and 
4.8. The performance of GSPCA and adding fade margin on top of the original 
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Figure 4.8: The power consumption of GSPCA in single-user sytem. 
fixed-step power control algorithm with is plotted on figure 4.9. We can see that 
GSPCA can save power from 0.1 dB to 0.2 dB. 
4.5.2 Multiple-User 
The performance of GSPCA with down step 0.8 dB is plotted in figure 4.10 
and 4.11. Similar to the fade margin, the outage probability stops decreasing 
when the power-up step size exceeds a certain value. Hence, we have to consider 
carefully when we try to use adaptive methods to adjust power-up step size. In 
the left region, where the outage probability decreases with the power-up step 
size (fade margin), we can increase the step size (fade margin) whenever the 
performance is not satisfactory. However, when the step size (fade margin) is so 
large that the system is in the other region, this proposed scheme would make 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the two schemes in single-user system. 
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Figure 4.10: Power consumption of GSPCA with a = 0.8 dB. 
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Figure 4.11: Outage probability of GSPCA with a = 0.8 dB. 
the system unstable. Special means have to be taken to keep the system in the 
left region. This is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
The performance of GSPCA and adding fade margin on top of the original 
fixed-step power control algorithm is plotted on figure 4.12. We can see that 
GSPCA can save up to 3 dB of power. Another advantage of using GSPCA over 
adding fade margin on the fixed-step power control algorithm is the achievable 
outage probability. The lowest outage probability achieved by GSPCA is 0.20% 
while by using fade margin it is about 0.27%. 
The transmitted power of a user is the interference of the other users. Hence, 
besides prolonging the battery life, more importantly, saving power can increase 
the capacity of the system [8, 24]. Figure 4.13 and figure 4.14 are the the capacity 
of GSPCA and the capacity of fade margin. In both systems, the acceptable 
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Figure 4.12: Power efficiency of GSPCA and fade margin. 
SIR is 10 dB. Other simulation settings are the same as in the other multiple-
user systems except the number of users. There are 50 users in the beginning. 
One user is added into the system for every 10 power control iterations. The 
initial power is W. Every new user has 30 iterations of protection period 
to adjust its power. In the protection period, the calls of the new users will 
not be dropped. For the other on going users, the calls will be dropped if the 
corresponding SIR is below the acceptable SIR for 5 consecutive iterations. The 
number of users is obtained by taking the average of the 2900 iterations. Number 
of users shown in the figures are the total of the central 36 target cells, since the 
outermost layer of the 8 x 8 cells are excluded. We can see that the maximum 
capacity under GSPCA is 123.2 (a 二 1.9 dB) and maximum capacity using fade 
margin is 119.6 (F = 1.3 dB). 
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Figure 4.13: Different power-up step sizes give different capacities. Maximum 
capacity is obtained when up step a = 1.9 dB. 
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Figure 4.14: Maximum capacity is obtained when fade margin F = 1.3 dB. 
4.6 Hybrid Scheme 
To combat against fading, increasing the power-up step is more power efficient 
than that of increasing the fade margin. However, the two methods do not 
exclude each other. Combining the two methods may be the most power efficient 
solution. Figure 4.15 rejects this possibility. In the figure, there are different 
groups of points. At each group, all combinations of the (a, P) are used. Different 
group of points are obtained by using different amount of fade margin. At each 
group, all We can find out the optimal combination in each group. It is apparent 
that the most power efficient system is the one without fade margin. 
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In this chapter, we will show that the generalized step power control algorithm 
converges in an asynchronous system, if the target SIR is feasible. In other 
words, if the link gains of the users are all fixed, the power vector will eventually 
reach a state in which the SIR of every user is within his target SIR range. Its 
significance is that when the power control is carried out fast enough, we can 
treat the link gains as constant in a certain period. Then the power control 
algorithm can keep the SIR of the users inside the target range. 
In [27], the convergence properties of a general class of power control algo-
rithms are proved. However, the fixed-step algorithm does not fall into that 
class while in [22], the convergence of the fixed-step power control algorithm is 
proved in the synchronous case only. However，in CDMA systems, synchroniza-
tion is not a reasonable assumption even in a single cell. Moreover, there is also 
delay on the data about the interference from other users, which is not allowed 
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in the synchronous system in [22]. As a result, it is necessary for us to consider 
the asynchonous system. Before starting the proof, we will introduce the totally 
asynchronous model in [2], which is also adopted in [27 . 
5.2 Totally Asynchronous Models 
In this section, we introduce the totally asynchronous power control model in 
2]. It allows the mobiles to update their power without a central organization. 
Some mobiles can update their power much more frequently than the others. 
Moreover, the interference is composed of the power transmitted by the other 
users. There may be unbounded delay on estimating the transmitted power of 
other users. Mathematically, it can be defined as follows. 
Define P � 二 ( i f ) , if),...,尸公)）where i f ) jg the power of mobile i at time 
t. 
Let the distributed power control algorithm for mobile i be fi(P). That is 
every time when mobile i processes a power control, it sets 
Pi = fi{'P) 
Without loss of generality, we assume that there is a set of times T = 
{•，1，2, • •.} at which one or more components Pi of P are updated. Let 
T^ = Set of times at which Pi is updated 
We follow the notation in [2] that the update is carried just after t e T\ We 
assume that the base station to which mobile i belongs may not have access to 
the most recent value of the components of P . Thus we assume that each power 
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control is 
i f + 1 ) 二 . . . ， 尸 炉 ⑷ ) ) ， v ^ G : r � 
where Tj(t) are times satisfying 
0 < rj(^) < t, VteT. 
At all times t ^ Pi is left unchanged: 
if+i) = if)， Vt ^ T\ 
Total A synchronism 
The sets T® are infinite, and if { 4 } is a sequence of elements of T^ that tends 
to infinity, then limk^oo Tj{tk) = oo for every j. 
This assumption guarantees that each component is updated infinitely often, 
and that old information is eventually purged from the system. More precisely, 
given any time ti, there exists a time t^ > h such that 
r i i t) > h , Vi，j, and t > t 2 . 
In words, given any time ti, values of components generated prior to ti will 
not be used in updates after a sufficiently long time 艺2- On the other hand, 
the amount t - r j (力)by which the variables used in iterations are outdated can 
become unbounded as t increases. 
Following the notation in [2], we call any particular choice of the sets T' and 
the values of the variables r j( t) a scenario. 
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5.3 Normalized Interference Function 
The SIR measure used in this thesis is defined in chapter 2. In this chapter, we 
introduce a more general SIR measure, 
r - A 广聊） 
which is adopted from [20]. / j (P ) is called the normalized interference function 
and it is assumed to satisfy the following two conditions: 
1. Uniform Scalability: There exists an e > 0 such that 
for all a > 1, aIi{F) - Ii(aP) > (a - l)e 
2. Monotonicity: If P > then /^(P) > Ii{F') 
In [20], there is one more condition, the positivity condition: / j (P ) > e > 0. 
However, this condition can be treated as a consequence of the other two. The 
scalability condition in [20] is also slightly different from the uniform scalability 
condition here, where the positive quantity e is added. This e can be viewed as 
the additive noise and is the same e in the positivity condition. The idea of this 
normalized interference function comes from the standard interference function 
in [27] and hence it is equally general that it can cover all the situations appeared 
in [27；. 
The SIR measure in CDMA system can be written as 
从巧二 l i � l G i j P i j P j + rji) 
It 访 
It is easy to verify that this expression of /^(P) satisfies the above two conditions 
where e is the minimum of the r]i,s. 
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5.4 Existence of Quantized Solution 
In chapter 4，we have stated the existence theorem about the solution of the 
generalized algorithm. We now prove the theorem when the interference is a 
normalized interference function. We also tighten the window to ai^ yi < r j ( P ) < 
where Oi = min{ai，ft}. 
Let the set Vi = 代厂“"-m,n e N}, where N is the set of all natural 
number, including 0. Vi is the set of all possible power values of mobile i. Let 
r = 'P^XV2XV3X XVk 
Theorem 2. (Existence Theorem) If there exists a power vector P* E E j such 
that r ( P * ) 二 7, then there exists P eV such that a^^ji < ri(P) < ji for all i, 
where <7j = min{aj, /3i}. 
Proof. Write the feasible power vector P* as (P*, P^,..., P^). We let <jj 二 
min{ai, ft} for each i. For every mobile i, we define 
a丨i = a i / ^ r (5.1) 
and 
A ' = ( 5 . 2 ) 
where rrii = [log^. ai] - 1 and Ui = [log^. jSi] - 1,「：1；"| is the ceiling function, 
which takes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.) 
Note that a- and /3- have the following two properties: 
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• PA[ e VI and G VI whenever P EVI 
Then for each i^*，we can always find a quantized power vector P* G VI such 
that (j^^P^ < P* < P*- Assume that each P ; is quantized to P^. Let P* be 
the quantized power vector corresponding to the given vector P*. 




where the second inequality follows from monotonicity of the interference func-
tion. 
Hence, we have a quantized power vector, P*, such that 
for all i. 
Now we assume that = P* and we consider the following iterative pro-
cess. 
If r f ) > 7“ then take P/糾）二 p'f'P产.Otherwise,户/糾）二 為⑷. 
Note that are all in V. Also, the power level of each user is mono-
tonic decreasing, i.e. < P � . I f i ^) < 7“ then I；…+” > r f ^ because 
/ “ f » ( n + i ) ) < / . ( p ( n ) ) . I f r f ) > 7 “ t h e n 
r…+1) 二 PT'P^ 
‘ / “ : ^ ( n + l ) ) 54 
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> (1户/… 
一 /“^»(时1)) 
> ( I F T 
— 
= ( i r f ) 
> (YR^I 
Hence, we have r ! … > for all i and all iteration n. 
Now assume that there does not exist an interger N such that … < 飞 for 
all 71 > AT and all i. As a consequence, there are some i such that •P/几）tends 
to zero. Since Ii(P) > e, r严 also goes to zero, which contradicts with the fact 
that > AF^JI. Hence, there exists an integer N such that < 飞 for all 
i and all n > N. The power vector P�N�jg thus our desired quantized power 
vector. • 
5.5 Convergence Theorem 
As discussed in the last section, the SIR measure used in this thesis belongs 
to the normalized interference function. In this section, we will prove the con-
vergence theorem for the generalized step power control algorithm under the 
normalized interference measure in totally asynchronous system. We will prove 
the convergence by proving one theorem and one proposition first. 
For simplicity, we use P(糊）to represent the vector (！^彻,p严t)), . •，p^ rf �)）• 
In this chapter, variables a,/3,j and S are used to represent the quantities mea-
sured in linear scale, while a,百,j and 5 are in log scale. 
Theorem 3. (Bounded Power Theorem) For any scenario, the power of the 
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mobiles is hounded under the generalized step power control algorithm, provided 
that 7 is feasible. 
Proof. Assume that P* 二（i\*，P^.P^,...,尸is a feasible solution，i.e. r ( P * ) = 
7- Rewrite ( i f ， � , i f )，…， i f ) as (A*"f)，户2*/4')，i^ 3*/4')，…，P急 With-
out loss of generality, assume z^。）= maxj " j � ) . Let "o = 1}. We now 
prove that n f � < fiQ for any t by mathematical induction. 
It is true for t 二 1 by definition. Assume that it is true for all t < T. We 
then prove that the proposition is true for t = T by contradiction. If /4『）> Mo, 
then mobile i must increase its power by a^ at time T — 1 since /4�—丄）< A^ o. 
This implies that i f ^ —二 Then 
= P ” 
二 巧*/4”M 
- ( 5 . 3 ) 
> • � ) / � � 4 � 
> Pt 
= l i / o i i (5.5) 
which contradicts to that mobile i increases its power at T - 1. Note that (5.3) 
follows from the monotonicity condition and (5.4) follows from the scalability 
condition of / j . • 
At any time t, we can always divide the mobiles into the following 3 types. 
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1. Power of mobiles will monotonically go up or go down after time t. 
(If the power of mobile i will monotonically go up after time t, it means 
that 
(a) there exists time t' > t such that 尸 > ⑷，and 
(b) for any h where t<ti< 力2，we have 尸/…< � • ) 
2. Power of mobiles will go up and down after time t. 
3. Power of mobiles will not change after time t. 
Define A{t), B{t) and C{t) be the set containing the type 1, type 2 and type 3 
mobiles at time t respectively. They form a partition over the set of all mobiles. 
We note that since the power of all the mobiles is bounded (by theorem 3), all 
the mobiles in A{t) will eventually become type 3 mobiles. 
For any scenario, we define • • • and tQ,t[ , t2, . . . as follows. We let 
to and t'Q be time 0. Define《十丄 二 min{T : Vt > > ‘ Vi，j}. The 
minimum exists since it is minimized over a subset of positive integers. This 
f几+1 is a point where the value before t^ will not be used anymore. In other 
words, for the power control after 力“丄，the delayed samples will not be older 
than tn- Define t^+i to be the minimum time t such that every mobile in 
has performed both power-up and power-down, and every mobile in 乂(艺“1) has 
reached steady state, i.e. 乂 C C{tn+i). If both 召 a n d 乂(4+1) are 
empty sets, then tn+i + 1. The definitions of type 1 and type 2 mobiles 
ensure the existence of the minimum. 
We also define a measure of the power change of the mobiles as follows. For 
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positive integer n, N where n < N, define 
p(Ci) 
DN(JI) .•= max l l o g - V r 
and 
dnin) := - 0^(71 + 1) 
D]^{n) is the maximum power change between t^ and t^+i . The maximum 
exists since it maximizes over a finite length of time and finite number of mobile 
units. 
Now we are ready to prove the following proposition. The proposition states 
that the power change measure, D^in) , is a strictly decreasing function. It is 
an important step to the convergence theorem. 
Proposi t ion 1. 
If 0^(71) = 0, then dN{n) = 0. 
If Dm{n) > 0, then dj^ij}) >5>{), 
—ere 5 = mini{log"'，log(l + (1 -
// mini{ai, Pi} and Iq ：= s u p � � ) ) 
Since P(t，⑷）is bounded. By the uniform scalability and moriotonicity prop-
erties of li, the siipremura in /• exists and is finite. We let J = (1 -
That is, 6 = mini{&，属，log(l + c )^}. We also let 取 二 loga^ and Pi = log Pi for 
each mobile i. 
Proof. DN(JI + 1) < DN{N) since DN(JI + 1) maximizes over a smaller set than 
DN(p). The first statement is trivial because D^in) is a monotonic decreasing 
sequence of n. D^{TI) = 0 implies that DN(JI + 1) 二 0 and hence the difference 
is also equal to 0. 
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For the second statement, we divide it into 2 cases. 
Case 1: DN{n+l) = 0 
Since Dnin) > 0, there are some users changing the power. Then 
Div(n) > inin{匆，釘 > log// > 6 % 
> ~6 
For the case that D^ i j i + 1) # 0，we let + 1) = /i 二 l og" > 0. Note 
that jJi > ^j! since fj! is the minimum power control step size. Without loss of 
generality, assume log(f[((2)/F[(“)) = ji, where tn+i < C2 < C4 < ^jv+i- (The 
argument is similar for the case that log(/\(W/i^ i(“)）二 —fL) Since p ^ 0, 
mobile 1 is a type 1 or type 2 mobile. By the definition of tn+i, mobile 1 has 
changed its power in time interval tj^+i to tn+i- We divide the problem into 2 
cases. 
Case 2a: The power change just before time C2 (says at time Ci) is 
'power-down'. 
Then 
A v ( n ) 2 l � g ( i f i ) / / f 4 ) ) = /i + A 
Case 2b: The power change at Ci is 'power-up'. 
Then we have 
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作 1 , / 
/ i ( P ( n ( C i ) ) ) � 晰 
p{C2) 
/i(P(n(Ci))) < (5.6) 
Also, the power change of mobile 1 just before time (4 (says at time (3) must be 
'power-down'. Otherwise, log(jF[(�/ffs)) = 口 + 屯 and Bjv(n+ 1) > p, which 
contradicts to the assumption that 0^(71+1) = Jl. We then have the following. 




/ l ( P ( � ) ) ) � 
作 、 “ 
/l(P(n(C3))) 2 
P严/M > ^ 
/,(p(n(C3))) > / i ( p ( i � ) ) ) (substitute (5.6)) 
/ i (P(n(�)）> (5.7) 
The second last inequality follows from the positivity condition and the last one 
follows from the uniform scalability condition. 
Next we want to prove 
Consider 
/i/l(P(朽(⑶)）一 / i ( ( l + 
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二 （1 + — — /j((l + 
> / l ( ( l + � ) ) + [(1 + S)ll - 1]6 - 1 ( � ) ) — / ^ ( ( l + 
(uniform scalability) 
> (/i — l)e + S/j,e — SfilQ 
(..•/0 2/l(P(六((3)))) 
= 0 — l)e — 6ju(Io — e) 
= l ) e - (1 - - ) e / i 
> ( / i - l ) e - (1——)e/i 
(V 11 > / / ) 
二（ M - ( " - l ) e 
二 0 
Combining the result with inequality (5.7), we have 
/ l ( p W C i ) ) ) � J i ( ( i + J)^p(ri(C3))) 
By monotonicity, there exists a mobile j such that 
(⑴）> (l + 0"if^ (〜） 
pWCCi)) ^ � + ^ 
丨 l o g ^ l � 叫 + … 
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p(^(Ci)) — 
l l o g 赫 〉 … 
• 
The proposition does not only state that Dn(ji�is a decreasing function. It 
also states that D]sr{n) decreases at least ^ at each step (when > 0). 
Hence we have the convergence theorem. 
Theorem 4. (Convergence Theorem) The generalized step power control algo-
rithm converges. 
Proof. We let 
X 二 supi:>iv(0) 
N 
From theorem 3, the range of the power change is bounded, hence the supremum 
exists. We take N =「叉/孔 i.e. N is the smallest integer greater than or equal 
to X/S. 




From proposition 1, we know that those djv+i(nys are either equal to 0 or greater 
than or equal to S. Hence, 
among those iV + 1 o^ iv+i at least one of them 
is zero. By proposition 1，Bjv+i(n) 二 0 for the corresponding n. It means that 
no mobile changes its power from time tn to tjv+2- Since n < N, that means 62 
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there is no mobile changes its power from time t ^ to Recall the definition 
of tiv+2- No mobile unit changes its power from time tn to I n i m p l i e s that all 
mobiles belong to C{tN)- All the mobiles are in the steady state. In other words, 
the SIR of the mobiles are all within the corresponding target windows. • 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusion 
Fading is the main factor that affects the quality of wireless communication. To 
combat fading, fade margin is usually added on top of power control so that 
the SIR can be kept above the acceptable level even when there is deep fading. 
In this thesis, we examine the performance of adding fade margin in a single-
user system and a multiple-user system. In the single-user system, the outage 
probability of the user strictly decreases when we increase the fade margin. At 
the same time, the power consumption also increases linearly with the fade 
margin. However, in the multiple-user system, the outage probability of the 
users has a stochastic lower bound, which depends on the link gain matrix of 
the system. If the fade margin used is too high, the outage probability will 
increase and the power consumption will go to infinity. 
In this thesis, we also generalized the fixed-step power control algorithm. It 
allows different users to have different power control step sizes. Moreover, the 
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power-up step size and the power-down step size can be different for each user. 
We show that by using a larger power-up step size, we can have a lower outage 
probability. The performance is similar to adding fade margin in both single-user 
and multiple-user system in the sense that the outage probability in the single-
user system can be arbitrary small while in the multiple-user system, it is lower 
bounded. However, we discovered that the minimum outage probability achieved 
by GSPCA is lower. Moreover, GSPCA consumes less power to achieve the same 
outage probability. As a consequence, the system capacity also increases. 
In the last part of this thesis, we establish a convergence theorem for the 
GSPCA. It shows that the GSPCA converges in a totally asynchronous system. 
We classify the kind of interference measures which satisfies uniform scalabil-
ity and monotonicity condition as normalized interference function. We show 
that the theorem is applicable for the GSPCA under any interference measure 
belonging to this class. 
6.2 Future Works 
The most significant weakness shared by both GSPCA and fade margin is the 
unstability of the whole system when the power-up step size or the fade margin 
is too large. When the powers of all other users are kept constant, the outage 
probability of an individual decreases whenever it increases the power-up step 
size (fade margin). However, the global performance deteriorates when the sys-
tem goes beyond the optimum. As a result, the outage probability of most users 
becomes unacceptable while the power consumption is kept on an extremely high 
level. It is difficult to determine the system optimum in a distributed fashion. 
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We have to overcome this before we can operate the GSPCA in an adaptive man-
ner. One possible direction is to consider the problem together with admission 
control. 
Since the publication of [27], iterative power control functions are divided 
into two classes, standard interference function and non-standard interference 
function. The convergence of standard interference functions is proven in [27 . 
However, step power control algorithms, including GSPCA, fixed-step power 
control algorithm [22] and adaptive fixed-step power control algorithm [20] do 
not belong to this class. The proofs of these algorithms are given individually. 
A challenging task is to unify these step power control algorithms as well as the 
standard interference function. This can give a broader view over both the step 
power control algorithms and standard interference functions. 
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